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Client Adviser     

Do you have a passion for people? 

Are you intrigued by finding solutions?  

Does it motivate you to develop new and better ways of working? 

… Join our Client Care team  

 

Job purpose 
 

Your mission is to continuously improve the success and sense of belonging of our clients through direct 

contact. Your vital work grows customer advocacy; we call this ‘earning raving fans’. 

We are developing the role and responsibilities of the Client Care team. Two new positions have become 

available which will grow our team to 12 so we can deliver a new level of care to our clients in line with our 

strategic plan. Client Advisers are the public face of SuperControl, helping with client queries and providing a 

high level of training and support. Our clients trust them to deliver speedy help with our software. Client 

Advisers provide simple, suitable and trusted advice every time, and have an integral role in our ongoing 

relationship with our clients - managing their journey from onboarding through to renewal. 

We do not expect you to arrive with pre-existing knowledge of the software or the tourism industry. We look 

for a strong customer service background or account management and natural aptitude for working with 

computers. The rest will come through structured and peer learning. This is a role that you grow into, and as 

you gain confidence and knowledge your responsibilities and influence increase. 

 

Duties and responsibilities 
 

• Build relationships with clients to help them set up their accounts and deliver tailored learning via 

online tutorials. 

• Liaise with third parties on behalf of the client to assist set-up (eg their web developer). 

• Clients receive ongoing product support via our ticket queue. You will deliver this over the phone, by 

emails and using screen-sharing software. We do not provide general IT support to clients. 

• Part of your role will be to write help notes that show in the system to help clients to problem-solve. 

• You will become an important mentor to your clients. We are industry experts and use our 

knowledge to help clients develop and grow their businesses to become the very best they can be. 

• Plan and deliver training webinars to small groups of clients to increase their working knowledge of 

the system and share industry knowledge and best practice ideas. 

• Attend and exhibit at events with other members of the team (occasional). 
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• Answer the telephone when necessary and sometimes take minutes for meetings. 

• Record all work done in the company’s CRM, Microsoft Dynamics. 

• Build a sense of community between SuperControl and clients. 

• SuperControl is constantly evolving. We encourage you to share your own ideas as well as client 

feedback with the team. 

• You are encouraged to contribute content and ideas representing the Client Care team to the 

company blog and social media channels on an ongoing basis. 

• Occasionally clients require visits to their premises for which we ask you to use your own transport. 

Expenses will be covered by the company. 

 

Skills and attributes 
 

• A fun outlook and go-getting attitude. 

• Ability to thrive in a fast-paced environment where priorities may change suddenly. 

• A desire to take ownership of your own clients and cases and see them through to completion. 

• Excellent face-to-face and telephone communication skills; with the ability to see things from the 

other person’s point of view. 

• The ability to communicate, explain clearly and motivate in writing. 

• Self-driven and solutions-orientated, with a clear focus on customer needs>solutions. 

• Adept in the use of MS technology, particularly Excel and Word. 

• A team-player who gets on well with others. 

• Good time management and the ability to prioritise effectively. 

• Keen for new experience, responsibility and accountability. 

• Natural resilience and an appetite for learning and personal development. 

• Must be patient, friendly and courteous. 

• Show keen attention to detail. 

• Be reliable, tolerant and determined. 

• Fluent English, with good spelling and grammar. 

• Right to live and work in the UK. 

 

Working arrangements 
 

Starting salary: You will start on £18,000-£20,000, depending on experience 

Location: Castle Douglas, Scotland 

Working hours: Monday to Friday, 09.00-17.00. This role includes rotational weekend working, where you’ll 

work up to 7 hours no more than one weekend in four. You can work this from home and you’ll get your 
time back in lieu.  

Reporting to: Client Relationship Director 

Probationary period: 4 months 
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Travel:  We’re UK specialists so most of our travel opportunities are within the UK. Trips are usually for periods 

of a single day or a few days at a time, estimated to be one trip per month. We have a technical office in Poland 

and strong connections with partner companies in the USA and Europe. A flexible outlook is favourable to 

meet the needs of the business as it grows. The job is predominantly office-based. 

  

Benefits   

• Group personal pension scheme with 4% contribution from employer.  

• Private healthcare after three years of continuous service.  

• Relaxed, friendly working environment.   

• A team of 40+ awesome colleagues to work with. Regular social events.  

• Opportunity to join in on our health and wellbeing initiatives in the workplace and community 

 
 

About SuperControl 
 

Our vision is to help self-caterers thrive by saving them time, making them more money and increasing their 

operational control. We provide intelligent and user-friendly property management software that connects 

property owners and agencies with an ecosystem of advertising platforms, tools and services that give them 

a competitive advantage in their local market. But we don’t stop there; we support our clients long-term, 

helping them to excel tactically and operationally - to innovate and thrive. You see it’s important to us that we 

make money with our clients, not from them. 

We realise the full potential of all the super people in our team and provide a dynamic, progressive and 

inspiring working environment which fosters a real sense of purpose, technical agility and enriching client care. 

Based in Castle Douglas in Dumfries & Galloway, we have 19,000 clients worldwide accounting for 45,000+ 

rental properties. Our system is responsible for hundreds of millions of GBP bookings each year. We are on a 

mission to be the best, not the biggest. 

 

Ready to help us earn those raving fans? 
 

 

Apply  

Please email us your CV and a covering letter explaining why this is the role for you to: 

recruitment@supercontrol.co.uk.  

http://www.supercontrol.co.uk/
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